
MIDI Polyphonic Expression (MPE) Setup in KarmaFX Synth 2.01

MIDI Polyphonic Expression (MPE) is a MIDI mode that enables adjustment of pitchbend,
and other types of expressive control, continuously for each individual note. It works by
assigning each note to its own MIDI channel, so MIDI messages can be applied to each
note  individually.  Support  for  MPE was  added  in  KarmaFX Synth  Modular  2.01.  This
document is a quick guide on how to setup and troubleshoot MPE inside the synth. More
info and the full MPE Specification can be downloaded here: https://roli.com/mpe 

1) Making sure MPE is enabled

To confirm MPE is enabled inside the synth, first start up the synth. Then open the debug
menu by holding  Ctrl  + Shift and  right click on the workspace background. If MPE is
enabled, there will be a ✓ checkmark next to the MPE Enabled item and the setting will
indicate that it is [On].

In  modern  DAWs,  MPE  is  automatically  set-up  by  the  DAW  using  an  MIDI  MPE
Configuration Message (MCM). This is the case in, e.g., Ableton Live 11 and Bitwiq Studio
3. In that case, typically, MPE will “just work” out-of-the-box.

If MPE isn't enabled, but you are using an MCM capable host, chances are that MPE is
simply disabled on the plugin from within the DAW. Please consult your DAWs manual and
check how to enable MPE on a VST/AU.

MPE will be disabled by default when running under DAWs that don't support MCM. In that
case, it is still possible to force-enable MPE from inside the synth. Select MPE Global and
choose Force On, to force it on for all instances of the synth. This is not recommended,
but can be useful, if, e.g, the DAW does not support MCM or if the DAW does not support
MPE and you are using MPE-capable MIDI hardware.

Once MPE is On, it is possible to perform per-note pitch slides and tremolo effects from
within the DAW or using an MPE-capable MIDI device, like the ROLI Seaboard.

https://roli.com/mpe


2) Setting up Pitchbend Range (PB Range)

The MPE Pitchbend range is different from the regular Pitchbend range, and is set to:
± 48 semitones, which is the default recommended range according to the MPE spec.

It is possible to change the global default to ± 2,4,12,24,48 and 96 semitones by using the
debug menu. After that, all future instances of the synth will default to that PB Range. 

If  needed,  the  Pitchbend range can also  be tweaked per-patch,  inside  the  NotePitch
module. Simply right click the Tune knob select the desired MPE PB Range. 

If  you need to use different  ranges that  the provided defaults,  some DAWs (like, e.g.,
Bitwiq Studio) support changing the MPE pitchbend range from within the DAW, by using
MIDI RPN 0. This is supported by the synth and will be reflected directly to the NotePitch
module's MPE PB Range.



3) Working with MPE Timbre / Slide and Aftertouch

Timbre (or Slide) is a new feature of MPE that makes it possible to modify the timbre of
the sound on a per-note basis using MIDI CC74. As such, it is a form of Expression. By
default Timbre is not hooked up in every patch, but it is quite easy to enable for typical
parameters.

Right click on an Expression-capable parameter, and locate the Expression sub-menu. A
perfect parameter to start with is the  Cutoff knob in the  Filter module. Then, to enable
Timbre  Expression,  set  the  Timbre value  to  something  other  than 0,  e.g.,  +64.  Now,
Timbre is mapped 100% to the Cutoff value. 

                        Using Expression menu Using MidiData module                

Typical  Expression-capable parameters are  Cutoff &  Resonance in the Filter  module,
Sustain in the ADSR module, Rate & Amount in the LFO module, and ModIndex in the
FM module.

An alternative option, that also works for parameters that don't support Expression, is to
use the MidiData module. Create a new MidiData module, and select Timbre in the Type
dropdown-menu. Then connect it to your parameter of choice, e.g., the Cutoff knob. 

This has the added advantage of making it possible to  Bias and  Smooth the incoming
MIDI  data,  as  well  as  enable  the  Delta option.  Enabling  Delta  means  that  controller
movement is only passed-through when a key is held (i.e., between Note-On and Note-Off
events) and only the  delta (relative to its value on Note-On) is outputted, which is very
useful for expressive MPE playing.

For working with Aftertouch, simply repeat the above steps, but choose Aftertouch in the
Expression menu and Aftertouch in the MidiData Type dropdown-menu instead. 
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